







       














          








Much of our knowledge about the mechanisms of species evolution
comes from the work of Charles Darwin.

         
        









             







        



The route of the H.M.S. Beagle, the ship Charles Darwin sailed on as
the Chief Naturalist.








         
        












          


Fossils, such as this Archeoptrex, the earliest known bird, are key to
understanding the progression of evolution.




        



        
















 







         






        


        


The full title of Darwin’s book which explains his ideas on evolution is
“On The Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection, Or The
Preservation of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life.”


          

        




         
         



         

 

Both Charles Darwin (left) and Alfred Wallace agreed that they should
present their ideas to the world together.








        

        
         

          




          





This 19th century cartoon lampoons the then new theory of evolution.




         









Examples of camouflage: Light and dark moths on light bark and...

            





         






...light and dark moths on dark bark.




        









       
             











          


Birds...



             















            


and bats both play important roles in natural transport systems.
























Coconuts float from island to island before sprouting.




           
            


   







          



Some seeds have small parachute-like structures that allow them to
float in the air.


           



           







           





          





           



         







          




           




          





           


Cats are one of many destructive organisms imported by man.





          






           

        


         

          




            


Estimates of inshore fish species by area and likely route of colonization.
(illustration by Robert Myers used with permission)





           
          










          

       







Many of the plants and animals found in the Marianas, such as the
marine toad Bufo marinus, have come from the Americas.

          


          








         



        


        




   


         


         

        





        






The geographical isolation of island groups like the Galapagos keep a
remote sub-population from interbreeding with its original population
group.


        










         








           



         

           



In the 19th century, rabbits were introduced to Australia...



           



        
        


           

         


        

 

         



        







leading to a decreased kangaroo population due to resource competition.




         
          






          



         



          
      







Both hawks...

           

















           





and owls share resources, since hawks hunt by day and owls by night.


         







         
       
          



















           


The traits of the Rota subspecies of bridled white eye (nanaso) are
being carefully evaluated to see if it should be re-classified as a separate
species of bird.





         
       

            





        


The Galapagos marine iguana (Amblyrhynchus cristatus) has adapted
to eat algae from rocks both above and under the ocean.





          




         




         


          


        






         


       



           
          
          



Darwin identified fifteen different species of finches living in the
Galapagos.



    





          




         


The coloration of the collared kingfisher’s head differs from island to
island.




         





            


        





Separate species of the fantail exist in the Marianas and Palau.








       










         


          



         



Most flame trees (Delonix regia) drop their leaves when the dry season
starts.
















        




       
        


         
        
        



Abbot Gregor Mendel discovered what he called “factors of inheritance;” now known as genes.










         
        






          


Mendel understood that parents transfer traits to their offspring. The
variety of characteristics used in his cross-breeding experiments are
shown here.


           

 






          







          

         



        



DNA, deoxyribonucleic acid, is a large molecule found in the nucleus
of cells.

        
        

          
          



          
        

        







      






DNA chains are found on the inside of a chromosome.



           




          
        









           





     





Watson and Crick discovered the structure and function of nucleic
acids.


















DNA is like a blueprint for the cell.












        




        
         







Komodo dragons grow to over 10 feet in length, and eat whole goats.









          











           



The giant tortoise (Geochelone elephantopus) is found only on those
island groups where we think it evolved.




          
        

          


           

         







           






















            




         

           




In the Galapagos islands, sea-going cormorants (Phalacrocorax
sp.) lost the ability to fly and must jump into and swim-splash
out of the sea,

         





















       
         


          
         
         

        


One notable example of a large flightless bird driven to extinction was
the fifty pound ‘Dodo’ (Raphus cucullatus).

         












         




